Abstract. In this paper we show that the Helton class of p-hyponormal operators has scalar extensions. As a corollary we get that each operator in the Helton class of p-hyponormal operators has a nontrivial invariant subspace if its spectrum has its interior in the plane.
Introduction

Let H be a complex (separable) Hilbert space and let L(H) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H. If T ∈ L(H), we write σ(T ) for the spectrum of T . An operator T ∈ L(H) is said to be p-hyponormal, 0 < p ≤ 1, if (T
, T is called semi-hyponormal. Semi-hyponormal operators were introduced by Xia (see [15] ), and p-hyponormal operators for a general p, 0 < p < 1, have been studied by Aluthge. Any p-hyponormal operators are q-hyponormal if q ≤ p by Löwner's theorem (see [13] ). But there are examples to show that the converse of the above statement is not true (see [2] ).
In [8] J. W. Helton initiated the study of operators T which satisfy an identity of the form
We need further study for this class of operators based on (1) .
Let R and S be in L(H) and let C(R, S) : L(H) → L(H) be defined by C(R, S)(A) = RA − AS. Then (2) C(R, S)
If there is an integer k ≥ 1 such that an operator S satisfies C(R, S) k (I) = 0, we say that S belongs to the Helton class of R with order k. We denote this by S ∈ Helton k (R).
We remark that C(R, S)
k (I) = 0 does not imply C(S, R) k (I) = 0 in general. In this paper we show that the Helton class of p-hyponormal operators has scalar extensions. As a corollary we get that the Helton class of p-hyponormal operators has a nontrivial invariant subspace if its spectrum has its interior in the plane.
Preliminaries
Let z be the coordinate in the complex plane C and let dµ(z) denote the planar Lebesgue measure. Fix a complex (separable) Hilbert space H and a bounded (connected) open subset U of C. We shall denote by L 2 (U, H) the Hilbert space of measurable functions f : U → H, such that
The space of functions f ∈ L 2 (U, H) which are analytic functions in U (i.e., ∂f = 0) is defined by 
Therefore, M is a scalar operator of order m.
Some properties
Let H be a complex (separable) Hilbert space with an orthonormal basis {e 0 , e 1 , · · · } and let S be the unilateral shift defined by Se n = e n+1 for all n ≥ 0. If
is any bounded sequence of nonnegative numbers, a unilateral weighted shift W with a weight sequence {α n } is defined by W e n = α n e n+1 for n ≥ 0. 
Proof. From the definition, we know that W ∈ Helton k (S) if and only if
Since S j W k−j e n = α n α n+1 · · · α n+k−j−1 e n+k and S k e n = e n+k for n ≥ 0, we get that W ∈ Helton k (S) if and only if
The next corollary shows that Helton 2 (S) contains non-p-hyponormal operators. 
Proof. Since a weight sequence is decreasing, W is not a p-hyponormal operator. Since α n α n+1 − 2α n + 1 = 0 for n ≥ 0, from Proposition 3.1, W ∈ Helton 2 (S).
Remark. C(W, S)
k (I) = 0 for all positive integers k, where S is the unilateral shift and W is the unilateral weighted shift in Corollary 3.2. Indeed, since
Hence, C(W, S) k (I) = 0 for all positive integers k.
In general, when R is a p-hyponormal operator, there exists a non-p-hyponormal operator T which satisfies C(R, T ) k (I) = 0, but C(T, R) k (I) = 0 for some k. 
Lemma 4.1. Let T ∈ L(H) be a p-hyponormal operator where
Using the induction, we will show that
lim
. By an application of [14, Proposition 2.1], we get (6) lim (4) and (5), we have
SinceT is semihyponormal, it satisfies the property (β) from [11] . Hence (7) lim (6) and (7) imply that lim n→∞ |T |
By an application of [14, Proposition 2.1] with T = 0,
From (8) and (9), we obtain
By [6] , there exists a constant c > 0 such that
In particular, if k = 1 in (9), we have lim n→∞ (I − P )f n 2,D 0 = 0. So we complete the proof. Now we are ready to prove our main theorem. 
endowed with the Hilbert space norm. The class of a vector f or an operator A on H(D) will be denoted byf , respectivelyÃ. Note that M , the multiplication operator with z on W 4k (D, H), leaves invariant ran(z −S); henceM is well defined. Moreover, the spectral distribution Φ of M commutes with z − S; therefore,M is still a scalar operator of order 4k, withΦ as spectral distribution.
Let V be the operator
Since ranV is an invariant subspace forM , it suffices to show that V is one-to-one and has closed range.
If h n ∈ H and f n ∈ W 4k (D, H) are sequences such that Proof. Since every scalar operator satisfies the property (β) and the property (β) is transmitted from an operator to its restrictions to closed invariant subspaces, it follows from Theorem 4.2 that S satisfies the property (β). In particular, it has the single-valued extension property.
We close this paper with the following remark pointed out by the referee.
Remark. T * being in the Helton class of order k of T translates to (in Helton's terminology) that T * is coadjoint of order k − 1, from which it follows (as in [9] ) that e isT * = O(|s| k−1 ). Hence T * (and also T ) possesses a continuous C k (R)-functional calculus. But then it follows that T is decomposable (see [5] ). By definition any decomposable operator having spectrum with more than one point has nontrivial invariant subspaces. Helton conjectured and proved in some special case while Agler provided a proof for the general case (at least for k = 3) (see also the paper of Ball and Helton, [3] ) an alternative characterization of coadjoint operators as sub-Jordan operators. Sub-Jordan operators appear to be related to but a priori different from subscalar operators.
